The purpose of the present study is to present and evaluate R 2 effect-size measures for mediation analysis. Although both effect size and mediation have gained attention in recent years, little research has focused on effect-size measures for mediation models. Such measures may be especially useful for mediation analysis in program evaluation research, where identifying the practical utility of hypothesized mediators can guide more efficient, cost-effective program implementations. Before mediation effect-size measures can be routinely implemented in research, however, further study is needed to assess statistical performance of the measures.
in a variety of circumstances and is generalizable to more complicated mediation models (MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, & Sheets, 2002) . Readers are directed to MacKinnon et al. (2002) for a detailed account of other statistical tests for mediation in which the performance of each was compared in a simulation study. Those interested in further information on experimental approaches to testing mediation are directed to Spencer, Zanna, and Fong (2005) and MacKinnon (2008) , who described alternative approaches to testing mediation hypotheses that focus on research design.
Effect Size in Mediation Analysis
Several different effect-size measures for mediation may be calculated from the two regression equations presented in Equations 1 and 2, and some of these effect-size measures have been applied in the mediation literature. The focus of effect-size measures in mediation analysis concentrates on comparing the magnitudes of different effects in the model-the indirect effect, the direct effect, and the total effect-in order to assess the relative contribution of each (Sobel, 1982) . One frequently used effect-size measure for mediation is the proportion mediated. This measure indicates what proportion of the total effect is mediated by the intervening variable, and it has been cited in substantive research (e.g., Chassin, Pitts, DeLucia, & Todd, 1999; Ouimette, Finney, & Moos, 1999; Wolchik et al., 1993) . The proportion mediated also provides a means to assess the relative contribution of single mediators in multiple mediator models by indicating what proportion of the total effect is attributable to individual mediational pathways. The measure is unstable in several parameter combinations, however, and has excess bias in small sample sizes (MacKinnon, Fairchild, Yoon, & Ryu, 2007; Taborga, 2000) . Specifically, the proportionmediated measure only performs well with samples of greater than 500. This large sample-size requirement may limit the utility of the measure, given the prevalence of research with smaller sample size.
Other effect-size measures for mediation, such as the partial r 2 and standardized regression coefficients, have been applied from multiple regression analysis and cited in substantive research (Taborga, 2000) . These measures are qualitatively different from other mediation effectsize measures, such as the proportion mediated, in that they focus on the relation between two variables in the mediation model. The partial r 2 provides information on the amount of variance in a criterion variable that can be uniquely explained by an independent variable once other variables in the model have been accounted for. In the mediation model, there are two possible partial r 2 measures corresponding to variance explained in the and paths of the model, respectively: (1) r 2 MY .X , or the variance in Y that is explained by M but not X; and (2) r 2 XY .M , or the variance in Y that is explained by X but not M. The squared correlation between X and M, r 2 XM , is the variance in M that is explained by X. This measure is not a partial correlation, since M is predicted by a single independent variable. West, Aiken, & Todd, 1993) . Estimates of the mediated effect are obtained from coefficients in the following two regression equations (Baron & Kenny, 1986; MacKinnon & Dwyer, 1993) .
where Y is the dependent or outcome variable, X is the independent variable, M is the mediating variable, is the direct effect of the independent variable on the outcome controlling for the effect of the mediating variable, is the path relating the mediator to the outcome controlling for the effect of the independent variable, is the path relating the independent variable to the mediating variable, i 1 and i 2 are the intercepts in each equation, and e 1 and e 2 are the corresponding residuals in each equation. Regression equations for the single mediator model can be estimated in any conventional statistical software package, such as SAS or SPSS. The total effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable, , is the sum of the direct and indirect effects in the model and can be easily computed using parameter estimates from the output: . The mediation regression equations can also be simultaneously estimated as a path model in structural equation modeling software packages, such as Mplus, in which estimates of overall fit for the model are available (L. K. Muthén & B. O. Muthén, 2007) .
The assumptions underlying the statistical mediation model include those associated with OLS regression analysis (see Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003) , temporal precedence of the treatment variable relative to the mediator and outcome variables, and no moderation of the mediation relation (MacKinnon, Lockwood, & Williams, 2004) .
Although there are alternative ways to assess mediation (see, e.g., Collins, Graham, & Flaherty, 1998; James, Mulaik, & Brett, 2006; Kraemer, Kiernan, Essex, & Kupfer, 2004) , the focus of the present article is the mediation relation investigated by computing the product of coefficients and (MacKinnon & Dwyer, 1993) . The product of coefficients test of mediation was chosen for focus in the present article, since it has been shown to perform well 
where r 2 MY is the portion of the variance in Y explained by M (i.e., the squared raw correlation between the dependent variable and the mediator), r 2 XY is the portion of the variance in Y explained by X (i.e., the squared raw correlation between the dependent variable and the independent variable), and R 2 Y, MX is the overall model R 2 from Equation 1. Equation 5 shows that the second-order common effect for the mediation model partitions the observed variance in Y into several parts to isolate that part of the system that is uniquely attributable to the mediated effect. Specifically, the measure subtracts those portions of observed variance in Y that are explained uniquely by M or uniquely by X from the overall observed variance in Y, leaving the portion of variance that is explained by the predictors together. By illustrating the extent to which the combination of X and M together explain variance in Y, Equation 5 is able to combine component parts of the mediational chain into a single effect-size measure. The meaning of this overlap or redundancy in prediction in the mediation model is a bit different from what it would mean in a single multiple regression equation, since the mediation model is defined by a second equation in which M is predicted by X (Equation 2). Because M takes on the unique quality of being both a predictor and an outcome in the mediation model, the second-order common effect is able to provide information about the magnitude of the mediated effect, or the extent to which X predicts variance in M, which subsequently predicts variance in Y. Thus, the second-order common effect for the mediation model-or what we will call the R 2 med -informs the researcher about the practical significance of the overall mediation relation.
Decomposition of the component parts in the R 2 med measure illustrates how the effect-size measure estimates the portion of variance uniquely associated with the mediated effect in a single mediator model, represented by R 2 med in Figure 2 . Recasting the squared raw correlations and the overall R 2 from Equation 5 in terms of pieces from the Venn diagram presented in Figure 2 helps illustrate this point. Specifically, There are three possible standardized regression coefficients in the mediation model, each corresponding to one of the three unstandardized paths in Figure 1 . Specifically, standardized represents the change in Y for every 1 standard deviation change in M, standardized represents the change in M for every 1 standard deviation change in X, and standardized represents the change in Y for every 1 standard deviation change in X. The standardized regression coefficients provide information on the strength of individual paths in the mediation model in a standardized metric. When testing mediation in a structural equation modeling or path-analysis framework, the standardized regression coefficients are referred to as standardized structure coefficients, but the interpretation of the weights is the same. In both frameworks, the magnitude of the weights is relative to the variables involved in their computation. Both the standardized regression (or structure) coefficients and r 2 measures provide information only on component parts of the mediation model. Neither of these measures is able to provide information on the mediated effect as a whole.
Given the weaknesses of the proportion-mediated effect-size measure and the limited application of those component effect-size measures from regression analysis, alternative measures of effect size in mediation analysis are still needed. Overall R 2 measures that quantify variance explained in an outcome provide a useful tool for this goal. R 2 measures have been proposed in commonality analysis, also known as elements analysis (or components analysis). Originally presented by Newton and Spurrell (1967) and later refined by others (e.g., Mood, 1969 Mood, , 1971 Seibold & McPhee, 1979) , commonality analysis partitions variance explained in a criterion variable into unique and nonunique parts using multiple squared partial correlation estimates from the model. In addition to assessing the unique contribution of each predictor with squared partial correlations and the total variance explained in a model with the overall R 2 from regression analysis, commonality analysis also provides estimates of common effects (Seibold & McPhee, 1979) . These quantities provide a promising R 2 measure of effect size for mediation analysis, since they quantify the proportion of variance in an outcome variable that is common to a set of predictors but not to a predictor alone. Mood (1969) provided a general equation for determining the nth-order common effect for a set of n predictors, where the 1 that results from expanding any given product is dropped from computation:
All resulting terms following expansion of the product in Equation 3 become R 2 quantities to represent the contribution of the variable(s) to variance explained in the outcome. We can apply this general framework to the mediation model to find the variance in Y that is common to both X and M but that can be attributed to neither alone. Applying Mood's (1969) formula to the first mediation regression equation (Equation 1), where Y is predicted from X and M, we find that the variance common to both X and M in predicting Y is of the measures in the present article. Not only did the sample sizes, effect sizes, and simulation outcome measures in the present study differ from those in previous research, but no study has examined the special case of r 2 for mediation models either. Following the presentation of the simulation work, the R 2 effect-size measures for the mediation model are applied to a real mediation example using data from a team-based program to improve the nutrition and exercise habits of firefighters.
METHOD Simulation Overview
Data from a single-mediator model were simulated using the SAS programming language, Version 9.1. Three population variables were specified on the basis of the population parameters , , and in Equations 1 and 2. Values of the X variable in the mediation model were generated using the SAS RANNOR function, which gives normally distributed random numbers with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. Values of the M and Y variables were generated with Equations 1 and 2, using different values of , , and , as will be described below. The residuals for these variables were also generated using SAS RANNOR. True variances, covariances, and correlations for the model parameters were derived with covariance algebra. Model conditions were generated so that all effect-size combinations of the , , and parameters (i.e., .00 null effect, .14 small effect, .39 medium effect, .59 large effect; Cohen, 1988) were examined in six sample sizes: N 50, N 100, N 200, N 300, N 500, and N 1,000. Effect sizes examined in the present study corresponded to those effect sizes that were defined by Cohen as small, medium, and large. Sample sizes examined in the present study corresponded to a range of possible sample sizes typically observed for studies in psychology. All possible combinations of the simulation conditions yielded a 4 4 4 6 factorial design with 384 conditions, each of which was replicated 1,000 times, yielding 384,000 total data sets. Overall sample means and the average bias were computed for the R 2 measures from these data. Figure 3 provides a flowchart of the simulation work conducted in the present study.
Population mediation models in the simulation were: (1) no mediation (i.e., either or 0, or and 0), (2) partial mediation (i.e., 0, 0, and 0), or (3) complete mediation (i.e., 0, 0, and 0). The outcome variable for the study was the bias of the effect-size point estimates for the R 2 measures, where bias was defined as the difference between the sample estimate and the population parameter value. Although relative bias, or bias divided by the population parameter value, is sometimes reported to provide a standardized metric of bias in simulation work, the measures considered in the present study already had a standardized metric for bias. Specifically, R 2 values have an intrinsic metric that is naturally standardized, ranging from 0 to 1, and they also have a uniform interpretation: the percentage of variance explained in a criterion variable. Moreover, relative bias is undefined for simulation conditions in which the true value of the parameter is 0 (thus yielding division by 0), and it may exaggerate small differences when the true value of the parameter is small. R 2 estimates were considered unbiased if the estimate of bias was .01 or less, indicating that the difference between the population value and the sample estimate of the R 2 measure was less than 1% of the total variance accounted for in the mediation model. 
RESULTS

Mean
By accounting for variance in the dependent variable explained by the independent variable and the mediator variable together, the R 2 effect-size measure for mediation estimates the portion of Figure 2 that is labeled R 2 med . Note that because the three variables in the diagram are standardized, they all have a variance of 1. Note also that because the R 2 med measure does not square the resulting quantity from the difference computed in the equation, it is possible to have negative values of the R 2 med estimate. This quality of second-order common effects is what sets them apart from primary effects in multiple regression models; they are not sums of squares and therefore may take on negative values under some circumstances (Newton & Spurrell, 1967) . Seibold and McPhee (1979) noted that negative values of the estimates indicate that suppression effects may be present; consideration of a particular pair or group of variables in predicting variance in an outcome may lead to the reduction in prediction from either variable alone.
Pilot research on the bias of the R 2 med measure has been conducted on a small set of parameter values and sample sizes (Taborga, 2000) . Simulation results suggested that the measure was unbiased at varying sample size for the medium and large effect sizes studied in the simulation. The purpose of the present study was to further investigate R 2 effect-size measures for mediation analysis. To that end, we evaluated the overall R 2 med measure for mediation in a comprehensive set of parameter combinations to expand empirical evidence for its use and to examine component r 2 measures for the mediation model. Investigating the R 2 med measure in a wider set of parameters will demonstrate its performance in a variety of contexts. Simulation results for the accompanying component r 2 measures in the mediation model (i.e., r All three r 2 measures for component paths in the mediation model had acceptable bias for N 100 across effectsize conditions (see Table 1 ). Specifically, no estimates of bias for r 2 MX , r 2 MY .X , or r 2 XY .M exceeded .01 in any condition in which N 100, indicating that sample estimates of these effect-size measures were an adequate gauge of the magnitude of individual paths within 1% of the total variance observed in either M or Y. When N 50, the three component r 2 measures had acceptable bias if the effect size of the parameter was large. For example, if the parameter value of was .59, the sample estimate of r 2 MX had bias less than .01. If the parameter value of was .59, the sample estimate of r 2 MY .X had acceptable bias, and so forth. In contrast, the overall R 2 med measure for mediation had acceptable bias across all sample-size and effect-size combinations (see Table 2 ). Its bias never exceeded .006 in though mean estimates of the R 2 med measure increased as intended with the magnitude of the mediated effect, , the estimates were also dependent on the magnitude of the direct effect, . For example, the mean estimate of R 2 med for the N 50, .59, .59, 0 condition was .082. However, the R 2 med estimate for the same condition increased to .277 when .59. This dependency is an artifact of the Venn diagram system used to formulate the R 2 med measure. Specifically, the relation of all variables in the single mediator model (i.e., X, M, and Y ) must be modeled to recover information on the and paths. Modeling the three variables necessitates inclusion of the relation between X and Y, however (see Figure 2) .
Estimates any parameter combination, indicating that the R 2 med measure only made errors of just over one half of a percent of variance accounted for in the mediation model. SAS and SPSS code to compute all of the R 2 measures for mediation analysis described in the present article is presented in the Appendix.
R 2 Effect-Size Measures in a Real Data Example
The PHLAME ("Promoting healthy lifestyles: Alternative models' effects"; Moe et al., 2002) study prospectively compared two methods of behavior change and a control condition's ability to promote healthy eating and exercise habits in Pacific Northwest firefighters. Although firefighters have risk factors for heart disease that are similar to those of other U.S. adults (Moe et al., 2002) , extreme episodic physical activity in the workplace puts them at a higher risk for heart attacks. Accordingly, the PHLAME intervention sought to decrease these risk factors by improving overall nutrition and exercise habits of the cohort. Although several outcome measures were outlined in the PHLAME program, the example used in the present study considered the effect of PHLAME's team intervention on the fruit consumption of study participants.
The PHLAME program recruited 657 total participants from 35 stations in five Oregon and Washington fire department districts. Participants ranged in age from 20 to 69, with a mean age of approximately 40 years. The sampled firemen were predominantly men (96.2%), and a majority of the participants were also married (77.8%) and Caucasian (90.1%). Multiple minority groups represented the remaining 9.9% of the sample. Most participants worked over 50 hours a week (82.9%).
Firefighters were randomly assigned by station to a motivational interviewing (MI) curriculum, a team-based (TEAM) curriculum, or a control group. All participants were measured at three annual time points: (1) baseline, or the preintervention phase; (2) 1 year after the implementation of the intervention; and (3) 2 years after program implementation. One of the mechanisms through which the TEAM intervention was hypothesized to achieve its effects was through increasing the intentions of participants to improve their nutrition and exercise behavior. By implementing the TEAM curriculum in fire stations, PHLAME was able to create a culture of healthy eating and activity levels, thus promoting individual gains and intentions to improve diet and exercise habits. The mediation model in the present example considers the impact of PHLAME's TEAM intervention (X ) on participants' intentions to exercise (M ), and participants' subsequent physical activity (Y ). Participants' intentions to exercise were measured on a 5-point Likert scale that ranged from "I do not regularly exercise and do not intend to start within the next 6 months" to "I regularly exercise and have been regularly exercising for more than 6 months." Physical activity of the participants was measured on a 7-point Likert scale that quantified the number of days per week the subject engaged in exercise that worked up a sweat.
The PHLAME trial was a cluster-randomized design in which the intervention was randomly assigned to fire stations within a district. The average cluster size in the study was about 10 firefighters per station. This clustering of the sample means that the data are multilevel, so that the observations in a single cluster may be more highly related to one another than are observations across clusters (potentially creating dependence in the observations). However, intraclass correlation coefficients computed for the intent to exercise and level of physical activity variables were .002 and .000, yielding design effects of 1.018 and 1.000, respectively. Since the average cluster size in the data was 10, the obtained ICC values and design effects were well within the range in which dependency is small enough to be ignorable (B. [O.] Muthén, 1997; B. O. Muthén & Satorra, 1995) . Because the variables used in this example were not significantly affected by the multilevel structure of the data, and also because the point of the present article was to describe and illustrate R 2 effect-size measures, mediation analysis on the basis of conventional regression models was used for analysis.
Mediation analysis (MacKinnon et al., 2002) was conducted to explore the mediated relation of PHLAME's TEAM intervention on participant physical activity through increased intentions to exercise. Regression models were run in SAS 9.1, where the Time 2 outcome measure of days per week engaged in exercise that works up a sweat was the dependent variable, and the Time 2 measure of participants' intention to exercise was the mediating variable.
The point estimate of the mediated effect ( ), called mediatedeffect in the program code, was .193. The PRODCLIN program (MacKinnon, Fritz, Williams, & Lockwood, 2007) was used to find an asymmetric confidence interval for the estimate ([.008, .382], p .05). Using the overall R 2 statistic (.376; called overallrsquared in the program code) and the raw correlations (r MY .612, r XY .086) from the mediation model defined by Equations 1-2 (called rmy and rxy in the code, respectively), the R 2 med measure for the relation was .612 2 (.376 .086 2 ) .006. The R 2 med is referred to as rsquaredmediated in the code. The component r 2 measures for the individual contribution of .000 Note-Estimates of bias for each component r 2 measure for mediation are collapsed across simulation parameters by which bias was not affected. and logistic regression models estimate parameters with maximum-likelihood procedures that iteratively arrive at an appropriate solution rather than minimize residual variance in a criterion variable. Thus, R 2 measures as they are conventionally defined are not yet applicable to these models. However, several pseudo-R 2 measures have been developed for use with these types of data, and it may be possible to extend the present methods in a similar way. Although bias for the R 2 med measure was acceptable, true values and sample estimates of the measure were small in most cases. Even when the effect sizes of and were large, true values and mean sample estimates of the R 2 med measure never exceeded .280 in any condition. The small value of the effect-size measure reflects the size of effects of paths in the mediation model, however, and Abelson (1985) has argued that small effects in a varianceexplained framework are often meaningful.
Small values of the R 2 med occur because the measure isolates the variance explained in a dependent measure by squaring various elements involved in the product of two variables. Squaring or taking the product of any estimate reduces its size if values are less than one. Hence, the magnitude of the effect size for the mediated effect is bounded by the effect size of the and parameters. An examination of the component r 2 measures for mediation complements results from the R 2 med , offering additional information on effect size in the model. The mixture of several sources of information in this framework is what makes R 2 mediatedeffect measures a comprehensive resource for obtaining a clear picture of effect size in mediation analysis.
In summary, the results of the present study supported the R 2 effect-size measures for mediation. Estimates of bias for the measures were generally acceptable across parameter combinations. The effect-size measures aim to provide a cohesive look at effect size in the mediation model by describing the effect sizes of component paths, as well as by isolating the variance explained by a mediated effect in an outcome variable. By combining results from the R 2 med measure with information drawn from the r 2 measures of individual paths in the mediation model, researchers are not only able to gauge the practical significance of a mediated effect, but can also identify areas of the model that need improvement and/or require further study. The application of the measures to a real data example provides a guide for how to implement the measures in analysis. .002. These measures are referred to as rxmsquared, partialrmy_xsquared, and partialrxy_msquared in the code, respectively. The overall R 2 med value of .006 indicates that slightly less than 1% of the variance in participants' physical activity is attributable to the indirect effect of the PHLAME TEAM intervention through increasing participants' intentions to exercise. If we consider that approximately 38% of the total variance in participants' average daily fruit consumption is explained (R 2 multiple .376), we can say that 1.6% (.006/.376) of the explained variance in the model was due to the mediated effect. Note that although the mediated relation for these data was statistically significant, the R 2 med effect size of the point estimate suggests that this effect is small. Using the component r 2 measures from the data, weak areas of the mediation model can be isolated, and this information can be used to improve understanding of the program. An examination of the individual contributions of component paths indicates that the weakest link in the model is the relation between X and M (r 2
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.007), and that the strongest link in the model is the relation between M and Y (r 2 MY .X .371). This finding suggests that intentions to exercise are strongly related to subsequent physical activity, but that there is room in the PHLAME program to improve the manipulation of participants' intentions to exercise. Researchers can now use the results of this R 2 effect-size analysis for mediation to inform later implementations of the PHLAME program.
DISCUSSION
The goal of the present article was to present and describe the statistical performance of R 2 effect-size measures for the single mediator model. Simulation results showed that both the overall R 2 med and the component r 2 mediated measures are stable measures of effect size for N 100 across effect-size parameters of , , and . The overall R 2 med effect-size measure had acceptable bias in all effect-size combinations across sample size, and the component r 2 mediated measures had acceptable bias in N 100 across effect-size parameters. If the effect size of the parameter for the r 2 mediated measures was large (.59), the measures had acceptable bias when N 50.
Despite the favorable findings in the present article, the R 2 measures for mediation have limitations. First, a correctly specified mediation model was assumed, and it is unclear how the R 2 measures will perform for misspecified models. Second, the measures were not extended to more complicated models-for example, structural equation models with more than one dependent variable, multilevel models, or categorical data models. At present, these measures are appropriate for data with continuous outcomes and no hierarchical structure. The measures may also be applied to multilevel data in which the dependency is not substantial, however, if ordinary least squares estimation is used. Recall that R 2 measures are based on the ordinary least squares regression model that uses a least squares minimization function as its fit criterion. Structural equation models, hierarchical linear models, * Combine results into a single dataset *. match files file = corrs1 /file = corrs2 /file = regmonx /file = regyonxm /keep = rxm rxy rmy alpha beta tauprime. exe. * Compute r-squared quantities *. dataset name combined.
* Find the mediated effect *. compute mediatedeffect = alpha*beta. * Find rxm squared *. compute rxmsquared = rxm**2. * Find the squared partial correlation for tau prime *.
